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Reagan wins second term by landslide
by the Associated Press

President Reagan swept to
runaway re-election over waiter
Mondale last night, but Republicans struggled to translate his
landslide into significant gains
in Congress.
The GOP renewed its control
of the Senate, even if by a reduced margin, and were gaining
in the House. But Democrats
successfully battled against the
Reagan tide in district after
district to protect their large
majority.
Mondale conceded defeat,
telephoned his congratulations
to Reagan and told cheering
supporters in St. Paul. Minn.,
"He has won. We are all Americans; he is our president and we
honor him tonight."
Mondale said. "This fight

didn't end tonight, it begins tonight."
Although I would rather have
won, tonight we rejoice in our
democracy," Mondale said.
"We rejoice in the freedom of a
wonderful people and we accept
their verdict"
Mondale praised his running
mate, Geraldine Ferraro, the
first woman nominated for that
office. "We didn't win, but we
made history and that fight has
just begun, he said.
"Let us fight on," Mondale
said. "Let us continue to seek an
America that is just and fair."
MONDALE SAD) he is "at
peace with the knowledge that I
gave it everything I've got."
Ferraro hailed Mondale in a
concession from New York City,

saying he won another battle '"That battle for equal opportunity ... he opened a door that
will never be closed again" by
naming her first woman on a
national ticket.
The president's victory was
convincing; he and Vice President George Bush came close to
the 50-state sweep he sought.
Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro
won easily in the District of
Columbia and led in three
states.
Reagan won 32 states with 309
electoral votes, led in 9 more
with 114. In The Associated
Press count, the electoral votes
of South Dakota pushed his total
past the 270 majority mark.
Sen. Paul Laxalt, Reagan's
campaign chairman, said,
"We've got at least a reasonable

chance to have the most historic
landslide in all American history."
THE PRESIDENT got news of
bis victory in Los Angeles,
where he and his wife watched
the returns in a Century Plaza
Hotel suite equipped with four
television sets.
He told reporters he hoped to
participate in a summit with the
Soviet Union during a second
term in office.
The president insisted all day
he was superstitiously avoiding
predictions, but felt confident
enough to outline his goals for a
second term in an interview with
the Washington Post. He said he
would push again for congressional approval of a balanced budget amendment to the

Constitution and the right to veto
individual sections of spending
bills, two measures he wants to
help reduce federal spending.
He also renewed his call for a
defense system in space designed to shoot down missiles.
In Ohio. 1,653,714 voters had
cast a ballot for Reagan with 8,684 of 13,321 precincts reporting,
according to unofficial reports
provided by News Election Service. Mondale had received 1,138,993 votes.
Area county results follow:
• Hancock - Reagan, 22,1278;
Mondale, 5,760 with all 68 precincts reporting.
•Lucas - Reagan, 86,729;
Mondale, 89,335 with 465 of 522
precincts reporting.
• Wood - Reagan, 20,160; Mondale, 11,586 with 95 of 132 precincts reporting.
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Area Republicans
stomp Democrats
in local election
from staff reports

Republican sweep
Bob Pruger, a registered Republican from Bowling Green, cheers the

BG News/Susan Cross
announcement of Republican victories last night at the Ice Arena
lounge.

Latta beats Sherck for 4th time
from staff and wire reports
Although Wood County Republicans were hoping to sweep the
area, they were mostly concerned with the 5th District U.S.
Congressional race between veteran Delbert Latta (R) and challenger James Sherck (D).
Latta was winning with 71.9
percent of Wood County's precincts reporting at 11 p.m. last
night. Latta held an almost twoto-one lead over Sherck.
The incumbent captured 15.753 votes or 66.6 percent. Sherck
had 7,902 votes for 33.4 percent.
"Some people play golf for a

hobby - Sherck runs for Congress," Latta said, adding,
"There's no one I would rather
beat than Sherck, and I've done
it four times."
Latta said he was elected because "the people of this area
want a conservative person and
he isn't."
"They want someone who will
serve them and give them leadership in Washington," he said,
"and they knew I am that person."
Latta had more than 60 percent of the vote all evening as
returns were announced at the
Wood County Board of Elections.

LATTA SAID Sherck lost the
election because "he simply has
the wrong philosophy of government."
Latta did not attend the Republican celebration at the President's Lounge in the Ice Arena
until its closing minutes.
The celebration was to end at
midnight, but Latta was unable
to attend until about 11:45 p.m.
Susan Selby, sophomore executive secretary major, employed by Latta, said it was
Latta's enthusiasm that carried
him to victory.
"Latta is the third ranking
minority leader in the House,
and the people from this area

know that and know what a fine
job he does," she said.
At 8:40 p.m., with 10 of Wood
County's 132 precincts reporting, Latta held a 27 percent lead.
At 9:30 p.m., with 50 precincts
reporting, the lead increased to
32.2 percent - 66.1 to 33.9 - or 10,232 votes to 5,247 votes.
The last figures available (at
11 p.m.) show him leading by
33.2 percent.
In another election of interest
to area voters, Marcy Kaptur
(D) defeated Frank Venner (R)
for the 9th District U.S. Congressional seat.

GOP leads Supreme Court races
From staff and wire reports

Both Republican candidates
for the Ohio Supreme Court held
on to moderate leads Tuesday
night, but much of the vote remained to be tabulated in populous Cuyahoga County where
the Democrats both were ahead.
Based on statewide reports on
44 percent of the vote, Judge J.
Craig Wright of the Franklin
County Common Pleas Court
held a lead over Democratic
Associate Justice James P. Celebrezze of 903,977 to 810,009, or
53 percent to 47 percent.
In the other contest, Republican Andrew Douglas of Toledo,
judge of the 6th District Ohio
Court of Appeals, had a lead
over Democrat John E. Corrigan, Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas Court judge, of 836,689 to
761,026, or 52 percent to 48 percent.
However, in Cuyahoga
County, the home county of both
Democratic candidates, Celebrezze was leading Wright 64,542 to 49,531 while Corrigan had
built a margin of 74,196 to 36,004

SLIGHTLY LESS than 20 percent of the vote had been
counted in Cuyahoga County.
Both Republican candidates
led by a greater margin in Wood
County than they did on the state
level.
With 71.9 percent of Wood
County's 132 precincts reporting, Douglas led Corrigan 20,726
to 6,626 - or 75.8 percent to 24.2
percent.
Wright led Celebrezze 17,117
(60.2 percent) to 11,301 (39.8
percent).
The heated campaign h id as a
backdrop a feud betv_«n the
17,500-member Ohio State Bar
Association and Chief Justice
Frank Celebrezze. The fuss
started in 1982 when the lawyers' group rated then-candidate James Celebrezze as "not
qualified" to serve on the court.
Pre-election polls indicated
the races were close statewide
and showed too many undecided
voters to project winners.
Celebrezze is the brother of
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Frank Celebrezze and has

For the race of county commissioner, Leonard Stevens led
Allen Baldwin from start to finish, remaining cautious until the
final results were in.
With 95 of Wood County's 132
precincts reporting, Stevens led
Baldwin 16,816 to 12,663, or 57
percent to 43 percent.
As the final results began
coming in, Stevens only smiled
and nodded his head, as fellow
Republicans patted him on the
back. "I went door to door and
made sure I visited everyone -1
think that's why I faired so
well."
Baldwin did not arrive last
night at Democratic headquarters.
Republic Marilyn Baker defeated incumbent John Ault for
county commissioner focusing
on the philosophy, "The people
of this area want a change, a
change that has been needed for
years."
"I tried to show the people
that I am the person to do the 10b
and I did everything I could to
win," Baker said.
Ault said Baker's only issue
was the clean-up of Poe ditch.
"As long as it is in court, there
is nothing you can do," Ault
said. He added Baker will run
into the same problem during
her term as county commissioner.
Baker led Ault 52.7 percent to
47.3 percent, with 71.9 percent of
the precincts reporting.
George Ginter, who defeated
Robert Barber for the position of
sheriff, was not at the Republican party's celebration party.
Independent candidate Barber said he would have had to
overcome the "nice guy" image
of his Republican opponent
George Ginter as well as his
name recognition in order to
win. He said he ran independently because he felt party bias
had no place in law enforcement.
Barber was losing by 31 percent with 71.9 percent of the
precincts reporting.
Although Edward Nietz won

the position of treasurer for the
seventh time, he was not as sure
this year as in years gone by.
He defeated George Washington Pate Jr., but there were
rumors that if I did win the
election, I was going to retire
and give the postion to someone
else/'
Nietz said he has no intention
of retiring and does not know
who "exactly" started the rumor.
Pate said he didn't feel he had
a chance to beat Republican
Neitz.
"He's a 24 year incumbent and
this is a Republican county, "
Pate said. "He probably won't
finish his term and the elephants
will get to name his replacement/'
Neitz won in a landslide. He
led 21,102 votes to 8,209 with 95
precincts reporting.
Pate said he had hoped to
make Neitz's age an issue as
well as the fact that he would
probably retire. "I guess the
voters would rather have a Republican they didn't vote for
then a Democrat (treasurer)."
The only Republican in Wood
County not elected was James
Witte. Witte suffered defeat
when Sue Kinder defeated him
for county recorder.
"It was my first time I ever
ran and I think I did reasonably
well," Witte said. "I focused my
attention on the independant
voters because there are so
many in this area - 33,000 in
fact/'
With 71.9 percent of the precincts reporting. Kinder led 17,683 votes to 11,843, or 59.9
percent to 41.1 percent.
Robert Pollex defeated Judson Spore for judge of the Court
of Common Pleas (Probate) by
the margin of 16,509, which is
50.0 percent to 11,050 votes,
which is 40.1 percent.
Betty Montgomery, prosecuting attorney; Anthony Alii on,
county engineer; Betty Haas,
clerk of Court of Common
Pleas; and Roger Pea tee, coroner won as unopposed candidates.

served on the high court only
since January 1983.
BOTH SIDES virtually ignored canons of ethics which
prohibit personal and political
criticisms among judicial candidates. In the past, candidates
simply talked about their qualifications.
However, James Celebrezze
made a public speech criticizing
President Reagan, and Wright
attacked the Celebrezzes tor
what he said was a political
campaign "to keep two brothers on the court.
In a joint statement late last
week. Wright and Douglas assailed Democrats on the court
for sending out utility bill refunds for which the Democrats
claimed responsibility.
The claim was false and "an
insult" to consumers, the Republicans asserted.
Despite a ban against use of
the title "judge" in campaign
materials, except for incumbent
justices, Corrigan distributed a
campaign leaflet which used the
title three times, including once
in a picture.
<

'I'm innocent!'

K
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Ptl. Terry Joseph slaps the cuffs on University President Paul Olscamp as part of the "Jail and Ball"
fund-raiser for the Wood County American Cancer Society.
V
4
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Editorial
Wise decision made
on fee allocation
The decision made Monday night at the IntraUniversity Presidents' Council meeting to keep
the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation
out of the hands of the Undergraduate Student
Government is a wise one.
Since USG is funded through the general fee,
whose distribution is determined through ACGFA,
there could have been some bias in their decisions
if USG members controlled the committee.
According to Dr. Bob Arrowsmith, chair of
ACGFA and assistant vice president for student
affairs, last year ACGFA determined how $275,000
would be distributed among student organizations
for the 1984-85 year.
At the present time, the majority of students who
sit on the executive board of USG are greek or
white males. World Student Association President
Pam Columbo says USG is not representative of the
student body.
Leaving ACGFA the way it is will give more fair
representation to minority groups and eliminate
chances for biased decisions since USG would have
had to allocate money for itself.
Seventeen people form ACGFA, including !5
student members, one faculty member and one
administrative staff member. Representatives
from eight student organizations and the undergraduate and graduate representatives to the
Board of Trustees (one each) help form the committee.
The four undergraduates and one graduate student who are elected by University students to also
serve on the ACGFA committee will be chosen Nov.
29.

Palestine our major
foreign policy flaw
by Eric Anderson

here, for the Israelies have now
decided that it is their right to
There are certain issues that occupy Lebanon. This imperialcause every columnist to rush to istic move has been justified by
the typewriter in an effort to Zionists, as protecting northern
release anger over injustice Israel from terrorist raids. The
Ce uncorrected. This writer South Africans claim that they
two subjects which provoke must remain in Namibia (Southsuch reactions: the first is the west Africa) because they are
racial policies of South Africa; protecting their borders from
the second centers around the terrorists. Israel claims it went
into Lebanon to help establish a
State of Israel.
If the United States ever made new government in that war
torn
country. The South Afria mistake in the area of foreign
policy, it was in supporting the cans make the same claim about
desire of Jewish Zionists to cre- Namibia.
The only reason that the Isate a homeland in Palestine.
Blinded by pangs of guilt raelies have been able to conbrought on by Hitler's Holo- tinue these flagrant violations of
caust, it was decided in 1948 to accepted international conduct,
partician Palestine and thereby is the United States. The US of A
give birth to a Jewish nation. donates half of all its foreign aid
This rash decision stripped Pal- to Israel. . . this must stop. In
estinian Arabs of land they had the cases of Israel and South
lived on for the past 2000 years. Africa the next American execImagine the outcries that utive would be well advised to
would echo throughout this na- seek out strategic allies that
tion if after only 350 years the don't practice such abhorrent
residents of Rhode Island were racial policies. We would be far
told to pack up and make room better of to shift our support to
Egypt and Saudi Arabia. The
for the native Indians.
It is estimated that in 1948 Egyptians' have the Mediterraonly 7 percent of the land in nean ports necessary for our
Palestine was owned by Jewish navy, and the Saudis' have a lot
individuals. The other 93 percent of oil.
Let this bastion of democracy
of the property was in Palestinian hands... by 1984 that figure correct its ways, sweep away
has been reversed with almost the a foreign policy based on
no cash changing hands. To ac- past guilt and move to a more
complish such a feat, tactics realistic approach to the world.
such as bombings, death There are a lot more Arabs than
threats, and land seizures were there are Israelies, and clearly
employed. This type of activity more blacks than whites in
finds its only modem parallel in South Africa. The United States
can ill afford to continue alienatSouth Africa ...
In order to maintain a firm ing a majority of the world
grip on all this confiscated terri- solely on the basis of maintains
tory the Israelies have struck strategically placed allies. Cut
the apron strings of aid to Israera frightening concept, rasegregation through the lies and South Africans . . .
Cnting of citizenship. It seemsrefuse to trade with them until
t if a Jew moves to Israel their current policies are
he/she need only file an applica- changed. Such a move would
tion to become a citizen. The help restore America's image in
former Palestinian residents the world. And if the guilty rehave no such right. They cannot fuse to bend . . . well with so
gain citizenship in Israel, even if much in common, perhaps the
bom there. There is only one South African's would like to
parallel for this official policy of establish a homeland for the
segregation . . . South Africa, Zionist Jews.
where blacks are not granted
South African citizenship, but Eric Anderson, a columnist for
rather forced into small territo- the News, is a Graduate Assistant for the Political Science
ries known as "homelands."
But the story does not end
Department.
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The CIA's proofreaders
by Art Buchwald
There has been some slight
consternation in Washington
about a CIA manual written for
rebel forces fighting the Sandinistas in Nicaragua. I called up
my mole at the Central Intelligence Agency to find out how
they were taking it.
''We're all cool," he said.
"The problem is you just can't
find good proofreaders any
more.
I asked, "What was the purpose of the manual?"
"To help our freedom fighters
overthrow the Marxist government of Nicaragua by kidnap&lng, assassinating and
ackmailing civilians," he said.
"What is the difference between a freedom fighter and a
terrorist?"
"A freedom fighter is financed by the CIA. A terrorist is
supported by the KBG, Quadaffi
and Khomeini."
"But according to your manual the methods used in achieving the goals are the same."
They might seem that way to
the uninformed reader. While
freedom fighting requires using
tactics similar to terrorism, we
part company with terrorists
when it comes to which ends
justify which means."
"I thought the United States
was against all terrorism. President Reagan has ordered an
investigation to find out who put
out the manual. He was shocked
to hear we were making our
freedom fighters into terrorists."
"Why was he shocked?"
"Because he obviously didn't
know about it."
"Why didn't the CIA tell him
what it was doing?"
"If the president knew what
we were doing he couldn't be
shocked, could he? The United
States does not condone political
assassinations nor the overthrow of a legitimate government by force.
"But the CIA does?"
"Somebody has to stand up
for America.
"How can the United States
protest acts of terrorism in Beirut and condone them in Nicaragua?"
"You have to differentiate
between apples and oranges. In
Beirut we see examples of wan

ton terrorism against innocent
people, while in Nicaragua our
Freedom fighters use their skills
against despots and dictators."
"Every terroris* thinks of
himself as a freedom fighter."
"That doesn't make him one
in our eyes. He has to pass
a test"
"What's the test?"
"Does the terrorist act he
commits have the sanction, if
not the financial support, of the
CIA? If it does, the terrorist is
officially certified as a freedom
fighter/'

"And then he is permitted to
read the manual?"
"That's correct. It says right
on the cover of the manual. 'For
Freedom Fighters Only.'"
"Suppose it is read by a ter"Then we'll pull his teeth
out."
"Are any heads going to roll at
the CIA for embarrassing the
president? Will you do anything
to the guy who wrote the manual?"
"Not at the moment. But when
things quiet down, he'll probably
get a medal and a promotion."

"How is Director Bill Casey
taking it?"
"He was even more shocked
than the president."
"Because of the contents of
the manual?"
"No, because somebody in the
agency leaked it. If there is one
thing that sends the director up
the wall, it's having a freedomfighting textbook fall into the
hands of a ruthless terrorist
press."
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Reagan's civil rights policies
by Eric Ceaser
How moral do you think you
are in the area of civil rights?
Can you condone President Reagan's policy on civil rights.
If you're not sure about what
his view is. it's that which promotes the lessening of Federal
action in eliminating discrimination. It was his policy in 1980
and still remains nis policy in
1984.
Surprised?
If you're not, then you're
probably wise to what's going
on, or worse still, are being
affected by this policy. If you
are surprised, this article is for
you.
Look at Reagan's 1980 campaign. The New York Times of
October 10, 1980 article of the
views of the candidates on civil
rights does show Reagan support for the lessening of government actions in civilrights.
The government's actions in
discrimination, you must agree,
have worked to intergrate the
school systems, in places and
times when segregation led to
physically inferior schools for
blacks. Government at that time
advocated "separate but equal"
many times. We now regard this
as discriminatory. Lessening of
government actions may allow
history to repeat itself. Maybe
that's why the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission is saying that the
Administration is making an
"effort to reduce Federal civil
rights enforcement in education."
The Commission also differs
with the Administration's stance
on employment discrimination.
The Commission believes minority and women who are being
discriminated against is the
problem. Reagan sees "reverse
discrimination" as the problem.
Way is it that unemployment
figures for blacks and women
are higher than that of white
males. True, they have been in
the work force longer, but we do
not need to end programs and
precedents that try to reduce
Maybe you will say they
aren't as qualified. That could
be stemmed from the before
mentioned education problems
which Reagan wants us to return to.
Maybe it's also Reagan's concept of returning women to the

' home, when female headed
households make up half of the
poor households in this country.
So whether or not women
wanted to stay home, they could
not, because of the need to support a family. Do you believe
that people need help at one time
or another? Many blacks and
other minorities did need help at
one time or another. Government "intrusion and intervention" has helped to build the
ladder to bring them up the long
climb out of economic troubles.
Many blacks for the first time
had job opportunities and even
advancement, because of this
ladder. Reagan has removed

G******.^**,

this ladder and replaced it with
a pole, making it harder to climb
up and easier to slide down.
Blacks should not be denied a
chance to work in society because government will not "intrude and intervene" for their
cause. Maybe the two Offenhauer Republicans will see this
quote, "No man can be fully free
while his neighbor is not. To go
forward at all is to go forward
together." The man? Richard
M. Nixon.
As for the Kennedy quote, the
same president also sought passage of the Civil Rights Act, sent
in the National Guard in many
states to enforce the end of dis-

crimination, and tried to promote government strength in
dealing with civil rights violations. This does not sound like a
president who believed in the
non-intervention of government
to injustices in this country, as
Reagan seems to imply.
Think of the significance of the
actions that Reagan has carried
out in civil rights. If you have
morals of good character, can
you justify the continuance of
this policy?
Eric Ceaser is a freshman Business Administration Major from
Somerset, N.J.
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Student voting varied GOP cheers at Ice Arena
horn staff reports

Students varied in their voting
patterns yesterday at the Northeast Commons polling booths.
Some only voted in the presidential election.
"This was my first time voting
and the only thing that seemed
to matter was the big election,"
said an unidentified male junior.
"I really didn't think that much
about the local things or know
about them so I shied away from
them."
In a random poll of 28 students
leaving the voting area, 19 voted
for presidential candidates, issues and other candidates; four
voted only for the presidential
candidates; three voted for is-

sues and presidential candidates; and two voted only for
candidates.
Of the 28, 19 said they were
aware of the issues and what the
candidates stood for.
Also, 12 students voted a
straight ticket and 16 crossed
party lines.
Cassie Madden, freshman international relations major, said
she voted a straight Democratic
ticket because 'Tin a Democrat
and my family is traditionally
Democratic. Republicans always seem to involve the country in international conflicts."
WHEN ASKED why she didn't
vote for local candidates, Karen

1
Something Extra's
*%
Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 11th 1 -4 p.m.

* Counted cross stitch & stenciling gift ideas
* Preview of our counted cross
stitch contest
•Refreshments
r%W

While there was little to celebrate last night at the Wood
County Democratic headquarters, the President's Lounge in
the Ice Arena was in a frenzy.
After the final results were
tallied, only one Wood County
Democrat, incumbent County
Recorder Sue Kinder, had won,
defeating James Wittp
The lounge was filled with
partiers and praisers of President Reagan and the Wood
County candidates - the soon-tobe-winners.
Democratic headquarters Was
a different story. It was not very
full because supporters received

open 24 hrs.
♦♦♦♦♦ 996 S. Main St. 352-0534 ♦♦♦♦
Mastercharge
Cigarettes 83' +tax
Union "76'
Generic 61«
+tax
Visa
Century 91'
+ tax

an indication of their candidates' fate at about 9 p.m.
Democratic supporter and
University student Jamie Ruggiero said, "I'm tired of this, I'm
going home to go to bed."
Most of the Democratic candidates themselves did not show
up at headquarters until late in
the evening while Republicans
were present through most of
the night.
"THE CANDIDATES can't
stand the wait," said Marcia
Benner, president of the Wood
County Democratic Club. "We
organized crews for them to pick
up yard signs. They needed
something to keep them busy."
Along with the obvious disappointment, most people at Dem-

rIT50

ocratic headquarters displayed
a general sense of satisfaction
that the Democrats did all they
could during this campaign.
The Republicans said they expected the landslide victory.
John Cheetwood, chair of the
Reagan/Bush campaign in
Wood County, said, "The polls
projected it and they were right.
Boy, were they right."
Many Democrats were surprised at some of the results.
County Commissioner John
Ault, who lost to Republican
Marilyn Baker, summed up the
feelings, saying "I've been in
the game long enough to know
somebody is going to win and
somebody is going to lose. In
politics, there is no sure thing."
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Rein, freshman business administration major, said "I don't
live here and I don't know the
candidates' issues."
Nick Rombes, sophomore
broadcast journalism major,
said he voted a split ticket. "The
political advertisements swayed
me one way or the other," he
said.
One poll worker at the Commons said she thought voter
turnout was about the same as
last year despite the presidential election and increased
voter registration. She said she
thought this was because Issue
1, a proposal to raise the drinking age to 21, brought out many
college students.
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Voted Best Pino. In B.C.

Registration forms being taken

for Peer Advising
for the week of
Nov. 26-30

WINDSOR
TONIGHT!

8 p-"*.

405 Student Services
Deadline Thurs. Nov. 8

• Foto Night: receive a free team photo
(compliments of Marathon Oil). Players
and coaches will be available after the
game for autographs.

TICKETS
1. Adults - $4.00
Students$2.00
2. All seats general admission
3. All-sports pass not applicable

WEAR ORANGE * WEAR ORANGE * WEAR ORANGE

Serving You

SENIORS!!
THIS IS YOUR LUST CHANCE!!
The senior portrait photographer for The
KEY yearbook is here RIGHT NOW for the
last time this year. Don't be left out of
the 1985 senior section.

Portraits are being taken now through Nov. 20.
To make your appointment call 372-0086 or stop
by The KEY office at 310 Student Services.
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r Dateline
Wednesday, Nov. 7
Peer Adviser Applications The Student Wellness Center
is now accepting applications
for advisers for the 1985-86
academic year. Applications
are available at The Well, 220
Health Center. They must be
completed and returned by 4
p.m. tomorrow.
Faculty Recital - Tenor
Rex Eikum will perform
"Australian Art Song," at 8
p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of

the Moore Musical Arts Center. Free and open to all.
One-Act Play - "The Beauticians" will be staged at 8
p.m. at Monty's Hair Fashions, 124 West Wooster St. The
play is a part of the Pink
Collar Worker project. Free
and open to all.
Student Government Bring your ideas and opinions
to the Undergraduate Student
Government s "State of the
University" address at 9 p.m.
in 116 Business Administration Building.

Trivia Contest - Come and
watch the Graduate Student
Trivia Contest sponsored by
the Graduate Student Senate.
The contest will be held at 9
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Union. The event is free
and open to all.

Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by ail organizations
are welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

CISG amends fund allocations
In a general assembly meeting last night, Undergraduate
Student Government passed an
amendment to its by-laws allowing USG to better scrutinize the
allocation of funds to individuals
and organizations.
The government decided to
improve its methods of allocation to individuals or groups to
help the body stay within its
budget for this year.

"It was set up because we
need to budget better," said
Todd Hawley, chairman of USG
finance committee.
Hawley said any student or
organization outside USG can
request funds for a project or
trip that will benefit a significant sector of the campus.
Under the amendment, interested individuals or groups must
complete a form listing reasons

for the requested money, who
will be helped by the funds, the
amount of money needed and
other sources of funding available.

The requesting party will then
have the option of personally
presenting the request before
the USG general assembly.
The government finance committee will review and research
the funding request application
and, at the next general assembly meeting, make its recommendations to the body. The
general assembly will then vote
on the request.

1 FREE WASH
STADIUM
Heart
LAUNDRY S | American
Association

LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN! I

1616 E. Wooster-Stadium Plaza

1

This coupon good for t Umm wash with ©very four loads of wash.

I LAST CHANCE!!

I

BG vs OU

I SAT. 1 p.m.

|

Poll worker began in 1934
by Shelly Trusty
reporter

Election Day began much like
many Election Days in the last SO
years for Paul Schmitz. He has
been working the polls on and off
for fifty years. Schmitz. presiding election judge at the Crim
Street School polling area, starts
the day at 6 a.m. and doesn't get
home until after 8:30p.m.
Schmitz is one of 26 election
judges in Bowling Green. An
election judge is In charge of
keeping the ballots until Election
Day. supervising other poll
workers and handling problems
that arise during Election Day.
These ballots are computer
sheets and voters use a special
stylus to punch holes next to the
candidates' names.
This year the presiding Judge
at Crim Street School is a Democrat because those precincts
voted Democrat in the last gubernatorial race, he said.
"The hardest thing to do is tell
someone they can't vote because
they aren't registered," Schmitz
said. "Once in a while you'll get
one of these girls crying because
she can't vote."
He said college students have
the hardest time remaining registered because their addresses
usually change every year.
"I HAVENT been working
the polls for the whole 50 years.
Schmitz said. "I had to take off a
couple of years because of my
job?'
He said he was a civil servant
for many years and was not
allowed to disclose his party
affiliation because of state law.
According to Schmitz, poll workers must De either Democrat or
Republican.
"There's always an equal

amount of Democrats and Republicans working," Schmitz
said. "I guess I could have
worked those years, but if you go
by the letter of the law like I do,
a civil servant can't be a poll
worker."
Schmitz worked his first poll
job in 1934.

WEAR ORANGE |
Linda Tillery
in concert
featuring Mary Watkins, piano
with Kim Clark, bass
Bonnie Johnson, drums
Laura Kolb, ASL interpreter
Thursday Nov. 8, 1984
8 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Univ. Union
-

'

•■

"My mother was working the
polls, and she became very sick
so I took over for her," Schmitz
said. "They used to pay you $5 to
work - and in the midst of the
Depression, $5 was a lot. That's
why my mother was working
(the polls)."
The ballots are sealed in envelopes and kept in a locked box
until Election Day.
"WHAT PEOPLE don't understand is that each precinct's
ballots are different, he said.
"If someone takes a ballot from
one precinct and votes in a booth
for another precinct, the ballot
is invalid."
The "vote-a-matic" machine
that contains names of candidates has the issues and candidates in a different sequence for
each precinct according to
Schmitz. He said the computer
must be reset before a new precinct is fed into it.
Computers have made the job
of a poll worker much easier, he
said.
"Today it's not nearly as bad
as it used to be," Schmitz said.
"We used to have paper ballots
and we had to count them by
hand - 1936 was the worst year.
Franklin Roosevelt was running
in the primary and it took us
until 3 a.m. to count all the
ballots. We were there from 6:30
a.m. to 3 a.m."

1 STAY FOR THE DAY! j
*************************************************
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Paul Schmitz
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Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits
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"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kentucky fried Chicken
Port Clinton

(1020 N. Main - B.G)
352-2061

Fremont

Show
For

your student I.D. Card
Extra 10% Discount*

BOWLING GREEN
Crossroads Plaza
1135 S. Main Street
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A name in lights

Designer gives seminar
by Kelly Fritz
reporter

Theater majors caught a rare
glimpse into the real world of
Broadway theater at Saturday's
seminar by Jules Fisher, a Tony
award-winning Broadway producer and lighting designer.
Fisher, who grew up In Pennsylvania, told the audience of
mostly students he was unsure
of his career choice until he
became an apprentice in a summer stock theater.
"That was it. I decided I'd like
to do that (technical lighting),"
Fisher said.
He then moved to Philadelphia and worked at a small
theater during the week and at
larger theaters as a stagehand
on weekends.
He received a degree from
Carnegie-Melon Institute in
Pittsburgh before moving to
New York City to break into the
business.

"I wanted experience," he
said. "I wanted to learn."
Fisher slowly developed a network of contacts through his
lighting work on a series of offBroadway shows. In 1963, after
three yeass, he was offered his
first Broadway show.

Eventually pressure from
business friends forced the
union to vote Fisher Into its
membership - a theater first.
He went on Jp light over 100
productions o" and off Broadway including Hair, Jesus Christ
Superstar, Pippin and Dancin.'

PROBLEMS DEVELOPED,
however, when it was discovered that he was non-union. He
was released from the show two
weeks before it opened offBroadway. Union membership
is so important on Broadway
that painters threatened to
strike if a non-union employee
was hired.
Fisher had problems with the
union for several years because
he couldn't pass its proficiency
exam.
"My methods were unorthodox," he said. "I had developed
some of my own ideas. Imagination is hard to measure on paper."

At present, Fisher has pushed
his lighting career to the backEund in favor of producing,
most recent productions
were The Rink with Liza Minelli
and the Tony award-winning La
Cage Aux Folles.
"The reward I get from producing is if I wouldn't have done
it (the show), it wouldn't have
gotten done or not done as I
would have done it," he said.
What does the future hold for
this force in American theater?
Look for an upcoming Fisher
production of Mary. Poppins -the
first time the show will be done
onstage.

Economy similar to 1980
lowering inflation but increasing unemployment,
Haas said.

by Don Lee
staff reporter

We're neither better nor
worse off than we were four
years ago, according to University professors Paul Haas
and Don McQuarie.
Haas, economics professor,
said while unemployment has
"decreased dramatically in
the last years of the Reagan
administration," because of a
rapid rise in the first part of
his term, both economic
growth and unemployment
are "virtually the same as it
was four years ago."
Government spending was
not cut as much as were government revenues from taxation, Haas said. "When you
cut taxes and government
spending, you reduce the
GNP (gross national product)" and the deficit increases.
The reduction of the GNP
and the Federal Reserve
Board's reduction of the
money supply reduced private and business spending,

HE SAID re-employment
figures were misleading as
workers who had lost highpaying, blue-collar jobs in the
auto and heavy-metals industries were finding jobs in
service industries which paid
"anywhere from minimum
wage to $4 or $5 an hour."
McQuarie, associate professor of sociology, said this
shift in employment was a
long-standing economic trend
which would have gone forward "no matter who was in
office," adding that there are
"now more people working
for McDonald's than in the
entire U.S. steel industry."
"It's hard to say what
would be different under
Mondale," McQuarie said
last week. "A Mondale administration would have a
definite set of priorities on
social spending and more
money would be given to pay
for social programs."

The money would come
from increased taxes and reduced military spending, McQuarie said.
HE SAID the current 50 percent increase in military
spending "was the largest
since the Vietnam War, and
actually increasing faster
than during Vietnam."
At the same time, McQuarie said, there has not been an
actual decrease in social
spending but "a decrease in
the rate of increase."
McQuarie said since I960,
another 6 million people had
incomes below poverty line 1 million more in 1984 alone.
He added 15 percent of all
Americans are living below
poverty level.
The poverty line, as determined by "the minimum
amount of money a person
could spend on food and still
remain alive," is $10,000 a
year for a family of four, he
said.

News Briefs
<<

Rec-your-parent
at the

,' '

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
Join the fun & fitness activities
Sat. Nov. 10 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Sun. Nov. 11 1:30-3:00 p.m.
$1 fee for each parent
and sibling

Polish priest beaten, reports say

6 killed in South African riots

WARSAW, Poland (AP) - The
Rev. Jerzy Popieluszko apparently was bound, gagged and
battered - but still alive - when
his abductors threw him into an
icy reservoir in northern Poland, a well-informed source
said yesterday.
The source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, had information about an autopsy on the
"olidarity priest. The auresults nave not been
made public, but there have
been many reports attributed to
family, friends and priests saying Popieluszko's body bore
marks of torture and severe
beating.
Popieluszko had been bound
hand and foot with a noose
around his neck so he would

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - At least six blacks
were killed yesterday in clashes
with police, raising to 16 the
death toll in two days of protests
that stemmed from a general
strike in black townships near
the capital.

choke if he struggled.
The source said yestereday
the priest died of asphyxiation;
it was unclear whether he
drowned or choked to death.
Popieluszko had been gagged
and had rope burns around nis
neck, the source said.
Blood in his lungs indicated
the priest suffered internal injuries from a beating.
It was not clear whether the
priest was conscious when
thrown into the reservoir where
S>lice frogmen found his body
L't. 30, 11 days after he was
abducted.
Four Interior Ministry officials attached to the secret police have been charged in
connection with Popieluszko's
abduction and slaying.

Rioters set fires and threw
stones, and police responded
with tear gas, rubber bullets and
blasts of birdshot, and sent hundreds of officers on armored car
Cils in Tembisa, east of
esburg. Seven people have
perished in Tembisa during the
two-day strike.
Hundreds of thousands of
black workers and students
stayed home Monday in Transvaal province, South Africa's

UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS:
by Tennessee Williams
MAIN AUDITORIUM

CAPE CANAVERAL (AP) As its five astronauts received
last-minute flight updates,
crews prepared space shuttle
Discovery tor lift-off this morning on a mission to chase and
capture two satellites that are
whirling around Earth in worthless orbits.

8:00 p.m
November no 14-17
A httenweet romance of soiled passion and desire by one of Amelia's
greatest playwrights.

EDITOR
of

RESERVATIONS: Call S72-27U

Coupon

THEBGLNEWS

ADOi.TS: M 8TUD(SR.

CT: 12

Carousel
Beauty Shop
WE CURL UP AND
DYE FOR YOU

$5 HAIRCUTS

Term: Spring and Fall Semesters 1985
Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Thursday, November 15, 1984

^

Discovery set to
grab satellites

Summer and Smoke

Applications Are Now Being Accepted For

f

30S off PERMS
Ask for Peggy Or Susan
Braiding Styles Available

■8KEDKEN

140 E. WooMar, 3S2-0800
Mon.-Sat 9-6:30. Thuts 'M 8 p.m.

11/21/84

industrial center, in what organizers said was an unexpectedly
successful demonstration of
black discontent with the white
government and its policies of
racial separation. Employers
said the boycott eased only
slightly yesterday.
A police spokesman said a
black woman was killed in a
stoning incident in Kwazakele,
near Port Elizabeth; another
was killed in Daveyton; two
black men were killed during
Jo-crowd attacks on Tembisa; and
two other black men were killed
when police fired shotgun blasts
at a crowd throwing stones at
Katlehong.
Police spokesmen gave few
riot details and reporters were
barred from trouble spots.

NEXUS

■Discovery is set to roar away
from the Kennedy Space Center
at 8:22 a.m. EST and predictions
are for scattered clouds, "no
chance of fog" and gentle winds.
During their eight days aloft,
the astronauts will deliver two
commercial satellites to space,
then make daring space walks to
snag the two errant satellites
and lock them into the shuttle
cargo bay for return to Earth.
It will be the first time satellites have brought back for repair. The technique for tracking
them down was developed last
April when another crew
swapped parts on the Solar Max
satellite and released it back
into orbit.

LAST HOME GAME

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
PUNNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1985
OR
SPRING SEMESTER, 1986
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14,1984
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT: 8:30,9:30,10:30.11:30 a.m.
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 p.m.
ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND0NE MEETING

JWHYL
BG VS 0U
SAT. 1 p.m.
Mcciure's Stals:

* 45 TD Passes
* Over 7,000 Passing
Yards

JHL4JU1J9MLMAC TITLE STILL
WE NEED TOUT
IUIM1K

IttlUUK

Sports
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Weinert faces challenge
John Weinert is having fun
! last five season's,
Weinert's basketball teams
nave compiled a better
record than any other team in
the Mid-American
Conference. Those teams
were so talented the average
armchair coach could have
won games with them.
This year, Weinert is faced
with the challenge of a young
team. But he loves it.
Of the 13 on scholarship,
nine are freshmen or
sophomores. Only two
starters return from last
year's third place MAC team.
The difference in this
year's team could be summed
up in one word: attitude.
Last year's starting lineup,
with the eiception of the point
guard battle between Brian
Miller and Al Thomas, was
decided at the end of the
previous season. The front
three of Bill Faine, Colin Irish
and David Jenkins - probably
the most talented in the
league - and guard Keith
Taylor started for two
seasons.
This season, the starting
lineup will not be known until
opening night. And that could
change at any time
throughout the season.
THERE ARE 10 players

who are vying for a starting
position; none of them with
the talent of a Jenkins or
Irish, but all with the desire to
want to play.
That is where the
difference will show this
season. Weinert, above
anything else, strives for an
unselfish, team-oriented
game. Last year, the talented
front line tno would take
turns putting on a one-man

show. The viewing was
spectacular, the result was a
loss.
Weinert promises more
good viewing; yet the result,
according to most preseason
polls, will also be some losing,
not because of selfishness,
but because of inexperience.
"They're fun to coach this
year," Weinert said of his
charges. "They work so hard,
they're quick, and they're in
good condition."
Another problem that faces
the Falcons this year is the

lack of height. The tallest
man on the team that will see
considerable time is Freddie
Bryant at 6-10. He will be one
of the biggest in the league,
but far from the most
talented of the big men.
The freshmen class could
be the best Weinert, or BG,
has ever had. Leading the
way is Anthony Robinson, a 66 forward from last year s
state champion Canton
McKinley. Robinson will start
this season.
BG HAS been picked
everywhere from fourth - if
you can believe that - to
eighth in preseason polls.
Prognosticators look at what
BG has lost, and not what BG
has.
The players say they will
surprise people. But, you
know how they are.
Northwestern's football team
has been saying the same
thing for years.
The consensus here is that
eighth is a little harsh.
However, fourth is a little
unbelievalbe too. Somewhere
in between is a safe bet.
Either way, the Falcons
will be present at the postseason tournament in Toledo.

Falcon basketball opens with
exhibition against Windsor
Bowling Green opens its basketball season tonight at 8 in
Anderson Arena with an exhibition game against Windsor College.
But, listening to Windsor
coach Paul Thompson, the Falcons might as well go over to the
Rec Center for a pick-up game.
"If we come within 20 of Bowling Green, it will be a big deal
for us," Thompson said. "I realize they play different down
there."
Thompson pointed out that
there is no recruiting and scholarships in Canada, so he regularly gets "beat up" t>y
American Division I schools.

odist and more.
BG, on the other hand, will
treat this game like another
scrimmage game.
"We're going to play this
game to have fun and as a learning experience," BG coach John
Weinert said. "We'll do a lot of
substituting." '
THE FALCONS open up the
new season with only two starters returning from last season.
The entire front line of Dave
Jenkins, Colin Irish and Bill
Faine are gone. But, according

'1
I

But, not even BG can say it
played North Carolina State and
Michigan State in exhibition
matches the years each school
won the national championship.
Windsor did. The Lancers have
also played such powerhouses as
Michigan, Nebraska, Iowa
State, Missouri, Southern Meth-

One Urge One Item Pizza

'5

FREE DELIVERY

Until then, an interesting
season lies ahead.

POMMERETTES
Co-Captain
Co-Captain
Line Officer
Line Officer

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

Sherri Confer
Tammi Dillhoff
Kathy Dunagan
Becky Eging
Debbie Feest

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

IN THE

YEAR 2010.
THE REST Of

THE COPYING

WORLD WILLtt

OFFERING 1RI

+~ 5fflWCESY0UUU
GET TODAY AT KIHKO'S

Copies beyond belief from copiers their give you lines, solids, half-tones in
perfect reproduction for great looking flyers, newsletters, brochures and reports.
Fantastic speed, and incredible service at a price from the past. Only at Kinko's.
"201O" MOVIE POSTER FREE. JUST FOR VISITING KINKO'S HURRY! BECAUSE
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED, WE CAN OFFER ONLY ONE POSTER PER CUSTOMER.

kinko's copies
325 E. Wooster St.

(Across From Taco Bell)

354-3977
Open early, open late, open weekends.

Natalie Moore
Sandi Stevens^
Vanessa Hart
Marci Manna

Donica Hill
Kristie Himmer
Virnette House
Sherry Jackson
Diana Mader
Laura Meumann

The Futurecopy Place

j

352-3551 I

1984-85

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

I

to Weinert, so are their slow
feet.
"We'll run more than we did
last year and up tempo the
Same," he said. "We're going to
e a fun team to watch. Speedy.
We're going to press a lot."
Tonight's starting five will be
last year's starters Brian Miller
at point guard and Keith Taylor
at the other guard spot. The
front three wiD consist of 6-10
Freddie Bryant at center, Frank
Booker and freshman Anthony
Robinson at the forwards.

Kathy Resetar
Lisa Roach
Sheri Rosselot
Barb Seeger
Jill Thomlinson
Theresa Zimmerman
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Falcon spikers pound Rockets
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Some people just don't realize that it's time to leave.
Just like the aunt and uncle who stayed until the wee
hours of the morning playing cards.
Bowling Green's volleyball team wasted little time in
letting Toledo know they weren't welcome guests as they
pummeled the Rockets in three straight games, 1M, 1511,15-7 In Anderson Arena last night.
Head coach Denise Van De Walle said that her team
proved they were simply just better than the Rockets.
"We had confidence out there tonight; we knew we
were stronger at the net and we dominated the net," she
said. "Individually, they've got a couple of strong players, but we have a strong team."
After a sluggish start, the Falcons set the tone for the
evening by grabbing a 12-4 lead behind the aggressive net
play of Lisa Berardinelli. By the time the match was
over. UT was no doubt tired of seeing the sophomore
middle Mocker who, in tandem with freshman Jo Lynn
Williamson, helped humiliate the 5-23 (0-15 in the MidAmerican Conference) Rockets.
Berardinelli converted an unstoppable seven of 11
attempts for a .636 hitting percentage. In addition, she
blocked six UT attacks for points or side-out.

"YESTERDAY IN practice, she (Berardinelli) was
hitting much more explosively than in several weeks.
Her footwork was right on the money, her arm swing was
faster and that's exactly what we wanted," Van De Walle
said. "It carried right into the match."
The Rockets momentarily overcame Berardinelli's
onslaught to claim an 11-11 tie in the second game but the
peskyFalcon spiker pounded two attacks and a service
ace to seal the BG triumph.
Williamson did the damage in the final game to finally
chase BG's guests back home. Freshman Laura Cramer,
who had six kills in 10 attempts, shut the door on UT - and
locked it - with an ace.
All of the explosive hitting gave BG a team percentage
of .315 but all of ht credit can't go to the hitters, according
to Van De Walle. Setters Barb Baker, 20 assists in two
games, and Tracy Livesey, 15 in one game, provided the
necessary support.
The Falcons will have the host-guest tables turned on
them Friday when they take their 13-13 (7-8 MAC) record
to face UT on the Rockets home court.
"I expect them (UT) to play a better match but I'm not
worriea because we've seen exactly what they have and
should be able to beat them in three again," Van De
Walle said. "That's not overconfidence, it's fact."
Alpha Gam Pledges
We KJSI want to let you know that we really do
care Remember It « easier to go through life
when working with one another You guys are
the greatest"
Love, the Alpha Gam Actives

Classifieds
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Applications lor WASHINGTON INTERNSHIPS art now available for Summer and
Fall of SS. Over 800 alias In Washington OC,
open lo all majors Call (ht ctnltr for Educational Options 2-020? for Information lodayl
BOSU BLOODMOBILE
Union-Grand Ballroom. November 5.8.7,8.
10 00 am-3 45 pm. call 3722775 for
appointment from 9 00 am -400 pm.
Wednesday. Pel 31 through Friday Nov 2

When you care enough to send the very
sweats
on sale soon. BGSU mom ft dad
swealsrwis

Andy Even though I asked late, the night was
lirst rate1 Thanks for all the tun at the tuau
Tammy

CAPS AND GOWNS
John Buckenmyer. Director of the University
Bookstore, would like to remind candidates lor
the December 22 commencement to place
their orders immediately lor cap and gown
regaka at the University Bookstore in the
Student Services Bu**ng No cash is needed
at the time the measurements are taken Orders
may Map bt) phoned m to 372-2851

ANNE COBURN
WE RE GOING TO HAVE TO GET TOGETHER
AND GO OUT ONE OF THESE DAYS I OWE
YOU ONE
KO LOVE a MINE. YOUR BIG

LOS1 & FOUND

OONT MISS JAZZ RYTHM AND BLUES. POP
VOCALIST UNDA TILLEHY hN CONCERT
NOV 8 8pm GRANO BALLROOM TICKETS
ON SLIDING FEE SCALE AVAILABLE AT
DOOR
ISA Key Picture
Nov 8 7 15 pm
Anderson Arena

Lost One green Horizon
2 head sghts. 4 tires
Las! seen Sal nighl
Losl One lemale ID al Main SI Haloween
ntgm Please return my identity lo me* Reward'
372-1882
LOST Smai black key
attached to an aquanus key ring
Please call 352 8384

KME will be sponsoring a Panel Discussion
on opportunities In Math. Some lopks will be
Education, Statistics. Operation Rtstarch.
and Actuary. It will be held on Nov. 7 al 8:00
pm in Room 459 Math Science It is tree and
open lo all Interested persons.

Lost Maroon wool jacket
with keys in pocket al Bralhaus
Please can 3520016 REWARD'

Nov 7 DECISION—MAKING
Faculty Lounge. 3rd fl Union 11 30
This session is designed lo help you develop a
basic understanding of the fundamentals involved i decision-making and to improve your
dec is-on- making skits
Presenter Dr Rex 0 Filer. Counseling and
Career Development Center

RIDES
Rrte needed to Northwest Columbus 11'8 or
11 910 11 11 or 11 12 Call Kelly 372-1978
Rides needed to Youngslown-Warren area on
Friday. Nov 9 Wendy 354 8315

SERVICr'.. OFFEREO

See Europe and Earn 6 Hours of Credit'
SUMMER STUDY IN NATES. FRANCE
Classes m English
Professor David Read from France
Open Information Meeting
November 8 9pm
The French House on Sorority Row

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH BOX 9128C. TOLEDO. OH 43697

Selbng & Sates Mgmt Club
Meets tonight at 7 00 m the
Towne room Jack Frank ol
Marathon Oil w* speak
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN MEETING SUN. NOV. 11 8:00 pm
110 BA BLDG GUEST SPEAKER: DAVID
DANKLESSEN. TOPIC: THE BLIND ALL EDUCATORS WELCOME.

What leads an NFL team to the Superbowl?
Or makes an ordinary fraternity extraordinary? Well, It's lots ol factors- but an essential for both Is UNITY. Bnd Bandemer speaks
on 'Unity' as It affects our Christian life
Come |oln us for Thursday Night Live, 2nd
Door Union, 7:30pm this Thursday. Spontored by Campus Crusade For Christ.

Chip. We're glad you f-naly found your LOST
car Your virginity « next
Scope ft Bonzo
Congratulations Susan Beret on your outstanding Pan-hel award and for doing such a
fantastic fob on the faculty reception.
Daphne McFann
You're doing a great ,ob planning Parents Day
We know it wtH be great1
Love Your Phi Mu S-Slers
"•• MAIN STREET ••••
Last chance lo see these events
MALE OANCE REVIEW-see the men of Pi
Kappa Phi lake it al off ARM WRESTLING
CHAMPIONSHIP, HALLOWEEN COSTUME
PARTY. Show starts al 10pm 16 YEAR OLDS
WELCOME EVERY NIGHT
•••• MArN STREET ••••

IT'S TIME
■HM SHERCK FOR CONGRESS
DON'T MISS JAZZ. RYTHM AND BLUES. POP
VOCALIST LINDA TlLLERY IN CONCERT NOV
8. 8pm. GRAND BALLROOM TICKETS ON
SLIDING FEE SCALE AVAILABLE AT DOOR
Ores! Stuffed Potatoes al Sundance: 3.75

LSAT - ORE ' QMAT
STANLEY H KAPLAN Educational Center
SM-3701

Guys LEE Unwashed
Demm $14 95 white they last
Jeans N Things • • 531 Ridge
Open M 8 pm tonight

DJ and SUPER SOUND SYSTEM lor PARTIES.
DANCES. FORMALS Ca« STEVE 535-0896
or 242-4682

Hey Alpha Sigs.
Ohio Slate will never be the same! We want
to party with you again soon! Ltt's be
"spontaneous"!
DZ Lovt. Debblt, Kim. Denise, Lory

RUTHIES 3EWING 1 ALTERATIONS
Hemming new skirts 4 dresses Letters sewn
on Garments must be clean 352-7268

The international Relations Organization is
meehng today m 309 Moseley at 6 30 pm
We'll probably have lots ol lun again and
discuss some upcoming events See you this
even-fig1

Anne ft Kim
We couldn't have asked lor belter bigs
You're both the type we realty dig
We ll make our years the best ol all
We know we're going to have a ball
Phi Mu love & ours
U Laura a LU RutNe

TUCKER TYPING > WORD PROCESSING
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes
Nancy 352-0809
Abortion pregnancy tests, student rates Center for Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2557769

PERSONALS
Alpha Chl's
Thank you for a very special dinner.
Love, the PM Pal's

Hey Squirt, Snoop. Nuraey. CB. ft Sleepy
I coma to realize everyday how lucky I am to
htvt someone ts special as you who I love so
much. My fondest wish Is that our times
together be the most memorable times In
your lift. I look lorwird lo seeing you everyday, and remember that I will always love
everyone of you. You got me hid!
All my love. The Jerk
T-SHIRTS ' * T—SHIRTS " ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE QUALITY GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3098
•"• IT'S HERE '"
-* LASER ARTS"
* ■ • IN THE FORUM "' '
H'sTlmt
Jim Sherct tor Congress

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Moving
6 Church pan
10 Chickens
conlrlbutlon
,4
Oro
ISHae
16 Absolutely
17 Confess
20 Egg shaped
ornaments
2lSlowaateed
22 Heep's
namesakes
23 Reveal completely
25 Be moved
26 Unctuous liquid
27 At a
26 Kindolrellet
31 Jealous
35 Play part
37 Runs, as an
engine
36 Plant ol the
nettle lamlly
40
?*!!!? ._.„.
41 Ancient name lor
I**™-s,n*

1

u

1

'

43 Plotted
45 Form ol address
46 Road.'oreln
Auto
48 Highland
headwear
49 Dough spreader
51 Reveal
me truth
M
57 Brlefle
58 Step. In Sevree
5, Dose, s plan
or arrangement
,2 "Nowlaih.
-.
fUAFIUgerald
64 Suable
«5 Crystal garer
M

27 I#t

accompaniment
»Name meaning
•grace"
30 Beginning
31 Stoneware. In
Sevres

I

i

1■
•

■

'

w

"1

0

_
|-

«

'

1

I

1

w

m

I•T

1

:
u

n

32 Ancient people
of Gaul
33 Always
34 witercral!
36 What vines do
39 Monticeiio.lor
on,
42 Have
(en|oy
44 Due
47 L*e "little boy
blue"
SO Certain fisherman
51 The Merry
widow
composer
52 Distant
53 Antelope home
54 Letters
55 sibilant signals
56 The "Cornish
Wonder" ol
British palming
57 Manche capital
60 Destination of
some mall:
Abbr.
61 Enfoy a repast
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Kspps Dell's
We had a lun lime Friday, bul next semester wdl
be a blow-out'
The Phi Psi s
KeHy Wigner
Since 7th grade you've been my best friend A
now I'm to be m your wedding It wi be
awesome" I know it's down the road but lit
miss you
Love Jonnie
•" • USER ARTS IS HERE • • •
•• IN THE FORUM ■■
"• IOMMPWM—F '"
Laura Gehrlng
You're such a greal Iriend m good limes and
bed- thanks for always being there You are the
oesl"Have a greal day'
Lota of love Luck Laughter. Bash.
LET'S 00 CRAZY WITH
THE POMMERETTESf!
TONIGHT- BG vs. WINDSOR
BASKETBALL HALFTIMEI
Llf Ellen Rossi.
Welcome to the famflyl I'm so happy you are
my tittiei You're the best! DZ love and mine!
Dabble
Mike Veller
Thanks so much lor all of your hard work on
Founder s Day We really appreciate it'
Sincerely. The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsean
•■" MAIN STREET ••••
Last chance to see these events
MALE DANCE REVIEW- see the men of Pi
Kappa Phi lake it all oil' ARM WRESTLING
CHAMPIONSHIP, HALLOWEEN COSTUME
PARTY Show starts al 10pm 16 YEAR OLDS
WELCOME EVERY NIQMT
"" MAIN STREET ••••
MOLLY
TO THE BEST LITTLE I COULD EVER HAVE.
NO MATTER WHAT I LL ALWAYS BE THERE
FOR YOU YOU CAN COUNT ON IP
LOVE ALWAYS YOUR BIG
ITS TIME
JJM SHERCK lor CONGRESS
PaulNiesen.
The Dells sure know how to party, especialy
you We talked, laughed, and danced, and got a
little tipsy loo
Thanks lor malung my night one ol lun Although trus verse is almost done. This sity little
rhyme was meant lo say- Hope we can do it
again sometime How about today?
Mariana
PIKES get psyched us almost New Year s Eve'
••• LASER ART •••
• IS HERE •
••• IN THE FORUM "•

ZBT M*e Conns
I hope you're as glad as I am that you're my big
brother I can't wait to gel to know you even
belter
_M
Love. Tracy
ZBT Steve Griffith
I couldn't have wished tor anyone more special
lo have as my big brother Looking forward to
an e *citmg year
Love. Randy

$1000 00 REWARD
For ntormation leading to conviction
of thief and return ol stolen property
STOLEN Two IBM Personal Computers with
accessories Stolen Wed Oct 24. 1984
Contact George Howick or Tim Ross.
Management Center. 372-2807

DOC AND HIS TRUMPET
COMING TO ANDERSON ARENA
THIS SATURDAY 8 PM
TICKETS AT ALUMNI CENTER
OR CALL 372-2701

20S OFF
Ask (or Laurie Ann Picket!
at The Arrangement-ten tier you saw this
ad & gel 20% olf al of her services
She's New-Try Her" The Arrangement
Can & make an appointment now'
352-4101

WANTED
Small Rock Band Wanted Apply in Person •
Btowen Boot Alter 3pm 1 53 E Wooster
Help' We're graduating 2 female roommates
needed for next semester Nice Apartment.
good locator, low rent Call 354-8476
Heed 2-4 people lo sublet 2 bdrm apt for
Spring sem Ctoee lo campus Can 354-7865.
besl after 5pm
1 bedroom furn efficiency. Available December or January $225</month. utilities paid
Leave message anytime 352-8298
Female roommate needed to autfetae apartment lor second semester Own room with
double bed, close to campus Cal 352-7961
NEEDED Non-smoking lemale roommate for
spring semester Very nice apt *n house across
Irom Hanna Ha* 352-4438

HELP WANTED

*' LASER ARTS IS HERE ' ' IN THE FORUM '
" I0im-4om MON-FRI "

EARN $400 TO S800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAGUNAS PO
BOX 25791, CHICAGO. IL 606250791

Touch a reaching hand' Be a Peer Adusori
College ol Health ( Community Services
Appkcations available-102 Health Center
Due Nov 19
To Whomever stole s grey Seks Fifth Ave.
umbrella and an MSB bandana out of a blue
sunblrd Please return them, call 372-4900.
Sentimental value •ttichtd'
LETS GO CRAZY WITH
THE POMMERETTESI!
TONIGHT- BO vs. WINDSOR
BASKETBALL HALFTIMEI

For Sale
80 Datsun 200 SX.S4300 excellent condition,
ai'condilioning AM FM.4 speakers, and many
other options Contact KR 354-8256. Mommg or after midnight
1976 Pontian Aslre AM FM STERO New Tire.
New Exhausting. New Carburetor. New Brake.
Sun Roof S1200 Caa 354-8018
For Saks: Nordlca ski boots
Sire 9. good condition. S4S.
Call Suianno 354-7835

FOR SALE MINOLTA 35 MM CAMERA
AUTOWINO CAMERA BAG. AND OTHER
ACCES CALL 354-1855 EVENINGS
Brand New Akai QXR8 cassette deck, best
oiler Evenings 352-1220

FOR RENT
T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3098

Registration Forms
for Peer Advising
Available m 405 Student Services
Deadkne Thurs Nov 6

The Alpha Gam Way
Gettmg it together
Keeping it together
Doing it together
WE ARE INDIVIDUALS. YET ONE

Apple Micro Computer
Apple lie. monitor lie. stand. 8 PFS write
$1250-Brand new never been used
372 0050

1982 Dodge Charger in Good condition For
more mlo ea» 354 7682 or 354-7993

Wanted male to sublet house lor spring '85.
own room. 135 mo Inc util. 2 roommates.
serious students please 352 4176

RENEE BENNETT
Thanks tor introducing me to our U of M men.
We had a fun time Frl. night, too bed Sat.
wasn't as great. Get psyched lor the weekend. I'm 'counting' on it. Go tor H Reenle!
_
Lose. Paige
Super New Menu al Sundance

1974 CHEVY MONTE CARLO
S400
3720375 ASK FOR BRUCE

Luxurious efficiency apartment small but private Only S190 00 includes utilities New
tndge. bul no stove Hot plate allowed, or you
j connect on campus Furnished, cable, comfort
1
able Cai M*e at 372-2601 (leave number if

I'm not there )

^^^^^^^

2 Efficiency Apis to sublease- S225/mo. for
furnished and $200 for unfurnished. All
utilities Included, its own separate living
room and bedroom. Call 854-8018
Etftency to sublet $225/mo Al UHitiea'paid
tor 214 Napoleon Road Can 364-7804 or
■ ; . -'■ .it ull.ee

Village Green Apartments
Now accepting applications lor
Spring ft Fall Semesters
354-3533. 1 5 pm

Apt for rent this Spring Two bedroom, furn
apt Heat water, and cable TV paid for Laundry
facilities parking lot & bike storage provided
S540 semester with lour persons
Can 352-7182 aa* lor Rich
2F Roommates NEEDED lo'Spring Semester
Close to Campus 521 E Merry Call Kafhy or
Donna al 352-7041
Houses ft Apartments
close to campus for 85-86
school year 1-267-3341
2 bedroom apartment available on 3rd Street
Call 352-4380
ANSWER TO nEYrOUa. PUZZLE

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE t
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS
Columbus & Cincinnati firms have
spring co-op positions available
CaU Co-op office 372-2451 or
Stop by al 222 Admin BJdg

FOR SALE
l O-speed Red Umvega Custom Maxima
5 months ok). 1130
Can 372 3670 ask lor EUI
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OVERWEIGHT OVERBURDENS. Stay al
a healthy weight. If you need to lose, do it
sensibly. By following a low-rat, nutritious
meal plan. The American Heart Association
can suggest good reducing diets; consult
your doctor, too.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*

Calvert DeForest
as
JLARRY BUD* MELMAN.

NORTON'S
TAVERN
809 S. MAIN
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Josle Purlsl
Great job on your reorganization ol Order of
Omega Congratulations on being elected Vice
President
Love Tour Phi Mu Sillers
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DOWN
Jargon
Kllchen utensil
Bottom Una
Words Irom ins

5 Pan of a song
6 Seething
7 Keystone state:
*<*»
'
the light
»Follows
10 PHnclple
" UrsaMakx
12 Be overly
enthusiastic
13 Court units
IB Rapid" Robert
of baseball
ig insensitive
24 Basin soil
25 "The Thinker"
creator

sandwich
67 Major endlnga
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Jon
Wei it's been a year now.
And I St.. feel the same
We ve gone our separate ways.
But maybe someday

BG News/Phil Masturzo
BG freshman spiker Lynne Nibert passes the ball in last night's threegame sweep of Toledo in Anderson Arena.
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BRING THIS AD
for'1.00 OFF
ANY WHOLE SUB!
Valid through 11/13/84
(Does not apply to specials.)

&'&vnda,toof

THE BEST IN
COMEDY AND SONG
NOVEMBER 9 & 10
9:30 FRI. A SAT.
CALL 352-9837
FOR
RESERVATIONS

fift December 2
^
8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Union
$5.00
Call 372- O - UAO for more info

.,:

